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Jacqueline Joy is passionately 
committed to her vision of creating a  
“critical mass” shift in consciousness 
through the global delivery of a Sacred 
Technology that connects and aligns 
individuals with the Divine Power Within. 
A spiritual warrior with a solid anchoring  
in the business world, Jacqueline Joy 
uses a new paradigm she calls Sacred 
Business to bring the online phenomenon 
of Diamond Alignment to individuals 
worldwide. As a true demonstration of 
Diamond Alignment, she emanates the 
ecstatic joy that is experienced when one 
lives in their Highest Diamond Potential. 

t Frees your body from stress and tension  

t Clears and focuses your mind

t Connects you with your inner wisdom 

t Awakens your innate joy and aliveness

t Realigns and recharges your energy

t Requires no special background or training  

Experience the Power of

Interview
Jacqueline Joy  
about Diamond 
Alignment, the Sacred 
Technology using  
the Internet to  
deliver a revolutionary 
experience that  
stimulates your inner Joy

A 6-minute online energy experience that...

Available by subscription at

www.DiamondAlignment.com

To interview Jacqueline Joy, contact

877.254.4668 or Media@DiamondAlignment.com



w w w . D i a m o n D a l i g n m e n t . c o m

Jacqueline Joy is a true demonstration of the spiritual and material 
wealth that come from Diamond Alignment. With passion and 

purpose for the last 16 years, she has used both her spiritual  
wisdom and all of her earthly life experience, to birth the intimate 
and wordless phenomenon of Diamond Alignment. Jacqueline Joy’s 
life is dedicated to bringing this Sacred Technology to individuals 
worldwide, so that they can experience the Joy and Wealth of Being 
she has come to know through her own Diamond Alignment. 

She is a spiritual warrior with a solid anchoring in the business 
world. Her natural gift for bringing people and situations to their 
highest potential has been mastered in her work with hundreds of 
companies as an innovative manager, teacher and trainer in the fundraising, corporate and entrepre-
neurial worlds, culminating in the 29-year partnership of a multi-million dollar real estate business.

Jacqueline Joy’s leadership and natural ability to get “out-of-the-box” ideas accepted in the business 
world extended into the arena of higher consciousness after her spiritual awakening in 1987.  
Her birthing of Diamond Alignment as a Sacred Technology has accelerated the possibility for a 
mass shift in consciousness which is at the center of her global vision... to bring more Light and  
Alignment to our world.

Though her credentials for guiding and supporting others in actualizing their highest possibility  
include 21 years of self development trainings and healing modalities... some of her greatest practical 
wisdom comes from raising four dynamic children while navigating through the deep waters of her 
own life-changing journey of transformation. 

It was this journey that eventually led to the Divine Energy Transmission of Diamond Alignment…
the gift that enabled her to transcend the pain of her “dark night of the Soul” and ultimately create  
Joy, Equanimity, Clarity, Fun, Freedom and Wealth of Being in her life.  

Jacqueline Joy’s radiant Clarity comes from her unswerving focus and passionate commitment to her 
Connection and Alignment with the Divine Power Within. Her unequivocal “Yes” to this Alignment 
includes being fully engaged in our everyday material world. She believes the Joy and Magic of 
Diamond Wealth of Being lies within all of us as an ever-expanding possibility. It is her greatest Joy  
to activate this possibility in all those who desire to experience their Highest Diamond Potential. 

For more about Jacqueline Joy’s personal story, please visit: www.DiamondAlignment.com/story and 
“A Personal Journey” in www.GatewaytoWealthofBeing.com. See also Jacqueline Joy’s book “In Search 
of Alignment...” coming soon as an audio book and e-book.

 Jacqueline Joy
 Creator and Founder of Diamond Alignment
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WHaT iS DIAMOND ALIGNMENT?

Diamond Alignment is a Sacred Technology offering high-speed Connection and Alignment with 
the Divine Power Within through a revolutionary online phenomenon: The Diamond Alignment 
Experience. This convenient yet profound experience is an exclusive multi-sensory energy trans-
mission delivered via the Internet that clears your mind, relaxes your body and creates a sense of 
Inner Peace – in only six minutes. Diamond Alignment is not a religion, spiritual practice, dogma 
or self-help course. It is a Divine Energy Transmission that activates the Highest Potential within 
each of us, allowing us to maintain Vertical Soul Alignment in a state of Joy, Equanimity, Clarity, 
Fun, Freedom and true Wealth of Being… while fully engaging in our everyday world.  

WHy iS DIAMOND ALIGNMENT calleD a ‘SacReD TecHnoloGy’?

Diamond Alignment is considered a Sacred Technology because it delivers a concentrated dose 
of high-frequency Spiritual Energy via the Internet… offering individuals worldwide a Sacred 
Tool to maintain Connection and Alignment with the Divine Power Within while fully engag-
ing in our accelerated everyday world. Our fast-paced demanding lives often prevent us from 
finding the time to consciously connect and align with our Inner Power and Wisdom. Diamond 
Alignment offers an unprecedented service that answers this great need with no effort, special train-
ing, or background required. Like other modern technologies that help us live our lives in a more 
advanced way, Diamond Alignment helps individuals to not only survive but thrive in these excit-
ing, yet challenging times. 

WHo Will iT HelP?

Diamond Alignment is for everyone and anyone who is seeking freedom from limitation and 
wants more in their lives: more Joy, more Equanimity, more Clarity, more Freedom, more  
Fun, more Passion, more Purpose… more on all levels of life. This Wealth of Being that comes 
from maintaining Connection and Alignment with the Divine Power Within is the gift of  
Diamond Alignment. It does not matter what age, nationality, education, religion or belief 
one has… and no special training or background is required. Diamond Alignment gives us all a safe 
and simple way to actualize our Highest Potential. 

WHeRe DoeS DIAMOND ALIGNMENT coMe FRoM?

Diamond Alignment is the answer to a call for Divine Intervention made by the Founder, Jacqueline 
Joy, during a period of intense personal crisis in 1987. In the midst of a painful divorce and 
growing panic attacks despite her tremendous “worldly” success, she found herself in dire need 
of a tool which would enable her to maintain Connection and Alignment with the Divine Power 
Within while totally immersed in the fire of her daily life.  She called for and received the Divine 
Gift that became Diamond Alignment. She used and refined this Sacred Technology over the next 
several years to transform her life of pain and turmoil into one of Joy, Equanimity, Freedom and 
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In all descriptions of Diamond Alignment, you will notice the non-traditional use of capitalization. This is intentional. 
Capitalized words (such as Connection vs. connection) indicate a Soul-aligned “Vertical” perspective, whereas 
non-capitalized words indicate a day-to-day “horizontal” perspective.



Wealth of Being. After experiencing the power of Diamond Alignment in her own life, Jacqueline 
Joy was Divinely guided to spend the next 10 years of her life meticulously birthing this intimate 
and wordless Divine Energy Transmission into a tool that could be used by individuals worldwide, 
aligning and connecting all with the Divine Power Within, no matter what is going on around 
them. A more in-depth account of the birth of Diamond Alignment will be available in Jacqueline 
Joy’s book, In Search of Alignment, coming soon. 

WHaT can SuBScRiBeRS eXPecT FRoM THe 6-MinuTe EXPERIENCE?

Diamond Alignment aligns body, mind and Spirit. During the 6-minute Diamond Alignment 
Experience itself, most have reported a feeling of relaxation, a clearing and focusing of the mind, 
and a restoration of inner harmony and balance. Following the Experience, they have reported a 
sense of relief, expansion and rejuvenation…feeling less burdened, lighter and more optimistic  
and energetic throughout the day. 

The Diamond Energy that subscribers receive will naturally emanate from them, without any  
effort on their part. Most report that the Diamond qualities of Joy, Equanimity, Freedom, Fun 
and Clarity not only enhance their own lives, but uplift the people around them as well. It is also 
reported that animals, which are highly sensitive to energy, are very attracted and receptive to the 
Diamond Energy.

WHy WoulD SoMeone WanT To eXPeRience DIAMOND ALIGNMENT eVeRy Day?

Making Diamond Alignment a daily routine is the Key to fulfilling their Highest Diamond Potential. 
Just as a fine-tuned athlete performs at peak levels from committed daily practice and repeti-
tion, consistency with the Diamond Alignment Experience enables them to master Connection and 
Alignment with the Divine Power Within, no matter what is going on around them.

The expanded awareness that comes from this aligned state opens them to unlimited possibility.  
It will enable them to respond to life from the awareness that they are much larger than their cir-
cumstances. They are able to stay clear and make significant and lasting changes in their lives. 

HoW DoeS a PoTenTial ReceiVeR acceSS THe DIAMOND ALIGNMENT EXPERIENCE?

Visitors may sign up for a free one-time Gift Pass to the 6-minute Diamond Alignment Experience at 
www.DiamondAlignment.com.

Or, to purchase a subscription, go to our Home Page at www.DiamondAlignment.com and click 
“Sign Up” at the top right of the page. On the following page, click YES. Next, choose a subscrip-
tion level for the 6-minute online Diamond Alignment Experience: 3-time access for $10, 10-time 
access for $24, or Unlimited Access with Auto Renew for $30 per month. After signing up, the 
subscriber will receive a confirmation email giving immediate access. Headphones are highly rec-
ommended for the full Experience.

WHaT Do DiaMonD ReceiVeRS GeT FoR THeiR SuBScRiPTion FeeS?

Our 3-time Access package allows access to the 6-minute online Diamond Alignment Experience 
3 individual times for $10. Our 10-time Access package allows access to the Experience 10 
individual times for $24. Our Unlimited Access package with Auto Renew offers an uninterrupted 
flow of Diamond Energy 24 hours a day, and unlimited access to the 6-minute Diamond Alignment 
Experience for $30 per month. All subscriptions include ongoing inspiration and support from the 



Founder via the Diamond e-newsletter and Diamond e-mails. Future development of the Diamond 
Alignment site will include the use of multimedia technologies by which the Founder will directly 
connect with Diamond Alignment subscribers, strengthening and expanding their experience with 
this Sacred Technology.

HoW Do DiaMonD ReceiVeRS GeT THe BeST ReSulTS FRoM DIAMOND ALIGNMENT?

For best results, it is highly recommended that Diamond Receivers start their day with the  
6-minute Diamond Alignment Experience to fill their body and mind with Diamond Joy, 
Equanimity, Clarity and Wealth of Being. Commitment and daily activation of the Diamond 
Alignment Experience is the Key to maintaining strong Connection with the Divine Power Within. 
Keeping a journal to track changes and periodically reviewing how life is working with Diamond 
Alignment will increase their awareness of the positive effects of the Diamond Energy flow. This 
will inspire them to maintain commitment to daily activation and thereby, increase their results. 

Continuous flow of the Diamond Energy enables them to release patterns that are limiting  
them and magnetize that which is in Alignment with their Highest Diamond Potential, with  
ease and grace.

A Spirit of Gratitude and Appreciation naturally increases the results of their Diamond Alignment.

HoW DoeS one leaRn MoRe aBouT DIAMOND ALIGNMENT? 

♦	 Watch brief videos of the Founder answering spontaneous questions about Diamond 
Alignment in our Video Library:
http://www.DiamondAlignment.com/media/videoclips.html

♦	 Learn about the benefits of Diamond Alignment in the Founder’s Message:
http://www.DiamondAlignment.com/vision/message.html

♦	 Journey with the Founder through the genesis and development of Diamond Alignment as a 
Sacred Technology: 
http://www.DiamondAlignment.com/story

♦	 Step into the lush green world of Gateway to Wealth of Being and discover the concept of 
Diamond Alignment:
http://www.GatewaytoWealthofBeing.com

♦	 Visit the Diamond Alignment Media Center for our media kit, press releases, video clips, 
audio clips, downloadable images and other Diamond Alignment media resources: 
http://www.DiamondAlignment.com/media/index.html

♦	 Hear what other people are saying about Diamond Alignment:
http://www.DiamondAlignment.com/media/testimonials.html

http://www.diamondalignment.com/media/videoclips.html
http://www.diamondalignment.com/vision/message.html
http://www.DiamondAlignment.com/story
http://www.gatewaytowealthofbeing.com/
http://www.diamondalignment.com/media/index.html
http://www.diamondalignment.com/media/testimonials.html


The following is a sampling of “reflections” submitted by Diamond Alignment subscribers who 
have shared their comments about the positive effects of the 6-minute multi-sensory Diamond 
Alignment Experience.

u “I feel a glow from within.”

u “It is a powerful heart opener.”

u “I dare more and feel much more loving towards myself and others. Thank you.” 

u “I am no longer drawn into the drama around me.”

u “The more I do it, the more I have a feeling that the effects last longer.”

u “I felt sad before my session. Now I feel free, light, and loved. Thank you!”

u “I’m amazed at its faster-than-light ability to totally alter me on all my levels.”

u “Outer chaos and noise to inner peace and quiet for days afterward.”

u “I am seeing a major shift in myself and my world.”

u “I feel less agitated at work and I don’t seem to worry as much.” 

u “Another day of feeling like I CAN DO IT! I am empowered once again.” 

u “All the muscles in my body just seem to melt with relaxation.”

u “ I am amazed how my energy field could be activated over the computer.”

u “ I felt as if there was nothing around me. It was just my inner self, I never thought I could 
experience something so intense. I felt so relaxed and calm, it was amazing!”   (11 year-old girl)

u “ It was as if the light within me opened up and the darkness around me could not remain. 
I feel peaceful and centered.”

u “ Waiting for the experience to commence, it was like sitting in a rocket and counting down, 
anxiously waiting to see the planets and stars up close.”

u “ Diamond Alignment is strengthening my ability to discover and be confident in what I have 
to give to the world. Thank you.”

u “ I am more and more able to let go of worries and trust the Supreme being that everything 
will evolve perfectly.”

u “ Diamond Alignment for me means being in touch with my most positive part, my positive 
thoughts, feelings and sensations.”

u “I feel as if my state has indirectly influenced my co-workers in a positive and subtle way.”

u “In six minutes, I’m totally recentered, I love it!”
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